Mutual Coupling Reduction of DRA for MIMO Applications
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Abstract
In this paper, A Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna using two Square Dielectric Resonators Antennas (SDRAs) is introduced. The mutual coupling between the two SDRAs is reduced using two different methods; the first method is based on splitting a spiral slot in the ground plane, then filling the slot with dielectric material, \( \varepsilon_r = 2.2 \). The second method is based on inserting a copper parasitic element, having the same shape of the splitted spiral, between the two SDRAs. The effect of replacing the copper parasitic element with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) parasitic element is also studied. The antenna system is designed to operate at 6 GHz. The analysis and simulations are carried out using finite element method (FEM). The defected ground plane method gives a maximum isolation of 18dB at element spacing of 30 mm (0.6\( \lambda_a \)), whereas the parasitic element method gives a maximum isolation of 48.5dB at the same element spacing.

1. Introduction
MIMO, an abbreviation to multiple input multiple output, refers to a technology based on sending and receiving more than one data signal simultaneously with the aim to increase the channel capacity and hence, increasing the data rates that can be transmitted over the channel. MIMO can be achieved through employing multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver. One problem with this technique is the coupling between adjacent antennas which affects the system performance. Therefore, reducing the mutual coupling is considered as an important objective during the design of MIMO system [1].

Antenna, as an important part of wireless communication system, has gained a lot of attention and development. Recently, Dielectric Resonator Antenna, DRA, is massively researched as a candidate for conventional antenna types. DRA offers many advantages such as ease of fabrication, small size, wide bandwidth and high radiation efficiency [2-8]. Mutual coupling problem has been treated in literature for both microstrip antenna and dielectric resonator antenna [9-17].

A group of researchers studied the mutual coupling of a cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna, CDRA, and that of circular microstrip antenna, the results of this work showed that CDRA has an advantage of better isolation compared to circular microstrip antenna [9]. Several techniques are used to reduce the mutual coupling between DRAs. In [10], an artificial magnetic conductor in place on the ground plane is used. In [11], mutual coupling is reduced by defecting the ground plane. In [12], the radiation characteristics of a single element DRA on the cylindrical ground plane are investigated. The mutual coupling is reduced by introducing slots in the cylindrical ground plane. The mutual coupling reduction is achieved by using an air gap between the dielectric resonator antenna and the ground plane in [13].

It is noticed from literature that most of the methods used for mutual coupling reduction are based on defecting the ground plane, DG, either for single band or multiband arrays, and this is reasonably based on the fact that the main cause of mutual coupling is the surface wave. Defected ground plane is achieved through etching some parts from it, which in turn disturbs the current distribution and hence reduce the surface waves effect. The shape of the etched part from the ground can control the mutual coupling reduction level. Some researchers modelled the DG as a resonant circuit having a rejection band related to the shape of the slots introduced to the ground as in [14-17].

Through this work, a MIMO system based on two square DRAs is designed, the mutual coupling between SDRAs is investigated and reduced by two different techniques; the first one is based on defecting the ground through splitting a spiral part of it, whereas the second technique is based on using a parasitic spiral shape between the two SDRAs. The effect of the parasitic element material on the mutual coupling coefficient is investigated. The proposed design provides a compact MIMO antenna with higher isolation.

2. Simulations and Numerical results
Through this section, a square dielectric resonator antenna, SDRA, is designed and then the performance of the two elements SDRAs array is investigated. Finally, the problem of the mutual coupling between the array elements is treated. Two different methods are introduced to make the array design suitable for MIMO antenna system.
2.1. Square Dielectric Resonator Antenna (SDRA) Structure.

The SDRA is designed to operate at 6 GHz. Figure 1 shows the geometry and the dimensions of the with side length $b=13$ mm, and dielectric constant $\varepsilon_r=5.7$. It is mounted on a square perfect conductor ground plane with side length $l_g=70$ mm. A coaxial probe with a radius of $r_p=0.2$ mm is used to excite the element. The probe is located off the centre by $d_l=2.67$ mm with a height $h_p$ of 6.5 mm. Figure 2 represents the simulated reflection coefficient as a function of frequency. SDRA has a resonance frequency of 6 GHz and bandwidth of 200 MHz. The simulated results are calculated by using the FEM [18, 19] and compared with that calculated by FIT method [20]. Good agreement is obtained between the two calculated results.

![Figure 1: The structure of square DRA element.](image1)

![Figure 2: Reflection coefficient versus frequency for the SDRA.](image2)

2.2. Two SDRAs Array Structure.

The mutual coupling between the array elements should be taken into account because of its effect on the array performance, including resonance frequency, bandwidth and radiation patterns. Through this part, the performance of the two SDRAs is investigated before introducing the mutual coupling reduction techniques. Figure 3 represents the structure of a two-element MIMO array, which is formed from the previously designed square DR antenna with element-spacing $d=30.8$ mm (0.6 $\lambda_0$).

Figure 4 represents the reflection coefficient, $S_{11}$ ($|S_{11}|$) of the array and the mutual coupling, $S_{21}$ ($|S_{21}|$) between the array elements versus frequency. The array has a resonance frequency of 6.5 GHz, bandwidth of 1 GHz and isolation of -17.5 dB at 6.5 GHz. E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of SDRA array at 6.5 GHz are depicted in Figure 5. Good agreement between the results is obtained by using FEM and that of FIT.

![Figure 3: Geometry of the two elements of SDRA antenna array.](image3)

![Figure 4: S-parameter simulation of SDRA antennas.](image4)

![Figure 5: Radiation pattern of two SDRA at frequency 6.5 GHz.](image5)
2.3. The first design for Mutual coupling reduction between the two SDRAs.

Structure (DGS). DGS can be considered as an alternative form of electromagnetic band gap structure, EBG, and hence can be used to suppress the surface waves which are the main cause of mutual coupling. The effect of DGS can be concluded in the disturbance in current distribution which in turn results in additional inductance, capacitance and resistance that form RLC circuit in current distribution which in turn results in additional coupling. The characteristic of the filter can be controlled by the shape and the dimensions of the slots. The DGS in this paper is composed of splitting a spiral slot in the ground plane. The dimensions of the slot are designed to give stop-band around 6.5 GHz, as shown in Fig. 6. \( a=20.6 \text{ mm}, \ b=16 \text{ mm}, \ a'=13 \text{ mm}, \ b'=6.5 \text{ mm}, \ s=0.95 \text{ mm} \). The calculated S-parameter, mutual coupling coefficient \( S_{11} \) and the reflection coefficient \( S_{11} \) between the two identical SDRAs versus frequency for one cell is shown in Fig. 7. The defected ground plane provides an improvement of isolation about 18.4 dB at 6.62 GHz.

![Figure 6: The two elements of the SDRA antenna array with DGS.](image)

The S-parameter, \( S_{11} \) and \( S_{22} \) between the two identical SDRAs versus frequency are shown in Fig. 9. The effect of changing the dielectric material as, \( \varepsilon_r=5.7 \), and \( \varepsilon_r=10.2 \), was studied. The best result is obtained at the value of \( \varepsilon_r=2.2 \), and by increasing the value of \( \varepsilon_r \) the isolation is reduced by 14 dB at 6.62 GHz for \( \varepsilon_r \) and 10.5 dB for \( \varepsilon_r \).

![Figure 8: Radiation pattern of two SDRA antennas at frequency 6.62 GHz.](image)

![Figure 9: S-parameter simulation result of SDRA antenna array with DGS filling with dielectric-resonator material.](image)
2.4. The Second Design for Mutual Coupling Reduction between the Two SDRAs.

In this part, mutual coupling reduction between two SDRAs is achieved by using copper parasitic elements having a rectangular spiral shape with dimensions, \( w_1=9.5 \text{ mm}, \ w_2=3.9 \text{ mm}, \ f_1=8.95 \text{ mm}, \ f_2=4.75 \text{ mm}, \ t=25 \mu\text{m} \), as shown in Fig. 10. In this case, the rectangular spiral resonator acts as a band rejection filter and hence isolates the two antenna elements from each other. The equivalent circuit for spiral resonator is shown in Fig. 10-c, and the equivalent parameters (spiral inductance, \( L_{SR} \), spiral capacitance, \( C_{SR} \) and spiral resistance, \( R_{SR} \)) are calculated by using the following equations [21, 22].

\[
L_{SR} = \frac{\mu_0 I_{SR}}{2\pi l_{avg}} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{t_{SR}}{2t} \right) + \frac{3}{2} \right]
\]

\[
C_{SR} = \frac{1}{4\ell (t+s)} \frac{N^2}{N^2+1} \left[ w_1 (N-1) - \frac{N^2-1}{2} (t+s) \right] C_o
\]

\[
l_{avg} = l_{avg} = 4w_1 - 2(N+1) - \frac{3}{N} (s+t)
\]

where \( N \) is the number of turns of the spiral, \( w_1 \) is the side length of external length, \( t \) is the width of strips, \( s \) is the separation between adjacent turns. \( C_o \) is defined as for the multiple strip ring resonator, and \( l_{avg} \) is the average length of the spiral.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 10:** The two element of SDRAs antennas array with copper parasitic element and its equivalent circuit.

The calculated S-parameter, mutual coupling coefficient \( S_{ij} \) and the reflection coefficient \( S_{ii} \) between the two identical SDRAs versus frequency for copper parasitic element, at \( t=25 \mu\text{m} \), are shown in Fig. 11. The inserting copper parasitic element between the two SDRAs provides an improvement of isolation to about 17.5 dB at 6.56 GHz. Figure 12 shows the radiation patterns in different planes at 6.56 GHz. The effect of changing the thickness of the parasitic element \( t \), was studied. At \( t=25 \mu\text{m} \), an improvement in the isolation to 17.5 dB at 6.56 GHz, is occur, at \( t=0.6 \text{ mm} \) the isolation is 18.5 dB at 6.44 GHz, and at \( t=1.12 \text{ mm} \) the is 18 dB at 6.44 GHz. There is a slight change in the isolation due to the thickness changing.

![Image](image2.png)

**Figure 12:** Radiation pattern of two SDRAs antennas at frequency 6.56 GHz.

Finally, the copper parasitic element is replaced with Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) parasitic element “SOC12 doped long-MWCNT BP” with conductivity 6000 S cm\(^{-1}\) at \( t=25 \mu\text{m} \) [23]. The calculated S parameters, versus frequency are shown in Fig. 13. The simulated results indicate that using CNTs based-material as a parasitic element provides an improvement of isolation about 29 dB at 6.5 GHz. Fig. 14 shows the radiation patterns in different planes at 6.5 GHz.
In case better improvement in isolation level is achieved due to the additional kinetic inductors and quantum capacitors that characterize the CNTs which in turn affects the frequency response [23]. Using CNT based materials results in a very little variation in the radiation patterns.

Finally, the results of our proposed structures are compared with some results found in the literature, Table 1. Summarizes the results of the previous researchers as well as our results. The comparison ensures the effectiveness of our proposed design which presents a compact MIMO antenna system with high inter-element isolation that is desired for practical applications.

Table 1: Summary of some previous research results as well as our results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>reference</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Isolation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>(parasitic)/mushroom wall structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>(parasitic)/ an array of split-ring resonator unit-cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>(parasitic)/Rectangular parasitic tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>H shaped DGS</td>
<td>10 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Concentrated circular split ring resonator DGS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our results</td>
<td>1\textsuperscript{st} structure copper parasitic element</td>
<td>35 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2\textsuperscript{nd} structure DGS is composed of splitting a spiral slot</td>
<td>37 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3\textsuperscript{rd} structure CNTs parasitic element</td>
<td>48 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Conclusions

In this paper design and simulation of two SDRA for MIMO applications are presented. The mutual coupling reduction is achieved exploiting two different methods; the first method based on defecting the ground plane through etching a spiral shape in the ground and the second one based on inserting a resonant parasitic element between the two elements of MIMO array. The DG method resulted in an isolation of 18.4 dB, while the parasitic element method resulted in an isolation of 17.5 dB in case of copper and 29.5 dB in case of CNTs-based material. The impact of the two different methods of the SDRA characteristics is studied in each case.
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